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TT NETWORK INTEGRATION EUROPE GMBH - THE 

TOYOTA ENTERPRISE

E mobility solutions

Belgium

AUTONOMOUS VEHICLE INNOVATION NETWORK 

(AVIN)

Through resources such as R&D funding, talent 
development, technology acceleration, business and 
technical supports, and demonstration grounds, AVIN 
provides a competitive advantage to Ontario-based C/AV 
companies.

Canada

PHASE MOTION CONTROL NINGBO LTD

Production electric motor: brushless motor - torque motor

China

CZECHTRADE PROMOTION AGENCY | CZECHTRADE

Czech association of automotive suppliers delegation

Czech Republic

ARRK SHAPERS' FRANCE

Engineering, Prototyping, Tooling and Low-Volume 
Production

France

AXON'CABLE SAS

Axon' design and manufacture innovative cabling, 
interconnect solutions, cable assemblies, connectors and 
mini systems for high tech applications.

France

HUTCHINSON CENTRE DE RECHERCHE

Hutchinson designs, develops and produces high 
performance products

France

LGC - LA GOUPILLE CANNELÉE

Production of mechanical transmission and engine 
elements. Cylindrical fasteners and assembly elements in 
mass production.

France

MATHWORKS

Design AI models and AI-driven systems

France

SERMA ENERGY

SERMA Energy provides its technological expertise in 
embedded electronic systems by ensuring the reliability of 
components, electronic systems, energy storage systems, 
photovoltaics

France

SERMA TECHNOLOGY

SERMA Group is a consultancy and expertise company 
specialised in embedded and industrial electronic systems, 
as well as information system security

France

TRANSPOLIS

Urban mobility and transportation systems - TRANSPOLIS 
TRANSPOLIS is the unique smart city lab in Europe 
dedicated to innovative transportation systems and road 
equipment.

France
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YOGOKO

YoGoKo is an industry-leading communication solutions 
provider for the connected, cooperative & autonomous 
vehicles (CCAV) evolving in intelligent environments.

France

BADEN-WÜRTTEMBERG INTERNATIONAL

BW-International lends support to domestic and foreign 
companies, research institutions and universities by serving 
as the central first point-of-contact in all questions relating 
to internationalisation

Germany

BAYERN INNOVATIV

Germany

BAYERN INNOVATIV GES. F. INNOVATION UND 

WISSENSTRANSFER MBH

Organisme de développement et de transfert de 

Germany

BERLIN PARTNER FÜR WIRTSCHAFT UND 

TECHNOLOGIE GMBH

In light of global developments, such as urbanization, 
digitalization and resource scarcity, one of the key 
challenges for cities like Berlin is to ensure economic, 
ecological and socially sustainable mobility.

Germany

BUNDESVERBAND EMOBILITÄT E.V.

German Federal Association for eMobility, Biggest 
Association for emobility, Government or Inter 
governmental organization

Germany

CARL BECHEM

one of the leading manufacturers of high-quality special 
lubricants and metal working fluids.. Aluminium Drawing; 
lubricants for automotive applications, fittings, rail 
applications

Germany

CONTINENTAL ENGINEERING SERVICES GMBH

Engineering Services

Germany

CTC ADVANCED GMBH

Germany

DEUTSCHE BAHN AG

Railway company

Germany

DLR-DEUTSCHES ZENTRUM FÜR LUFT- UND 

RAUMFAHRT E.V.

performs research in the field of efficient energy storage 
and energy conversion systems that conserve natural 
resources. High priority is given to electrochemical energy 
technology which activities ranging from theoretical studies, 
basic research 

Germany

FEV EUROPE GMBH

Leader in the design and development of advanced 
gasoline, diesel and hybrid powertrains and vehicle systems

Germany
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FRAUNHOFER INSTITUT FUR 

SILIZIUMTECHNOLOGIE - ISIT

Fraunhofer Institute for Silicon Technology ISIT, the 
specialist for the development, production and integration 
of micromechanical and microelectronic components.

Germany

INTEL

Supplier of  processors for computer system manufacturers

Germany

KAMAX HOLDING GMBH & CO. KG

Bolts, nuts and connectors for the automotive industry

Germany

KRATZER AUTOMATION AG

Software company KRATZER AUTOMATION delivers 
process-oriented solutions for the automotive and transport 
industry.

Germany

LG TECHNOLOGY CENTER EUROPE

Energy supply / charging systems Information & 
Communication Technology Passenger cars. Technology 
scouting and procurement for the LG group 

Germany

MOIA

MOIA is the newest company in the Volkswagen Group. 
Officially launched in December 2016, MOIA was set up for 
the purpose of redefining mobility for people living in urban 
areas.

Germany

PANASONIC INDUSTRY EUROPE GMBH

Provider of industrial products and solutions including 
capacitors and sensors

Germany

RHEINMETALL AUTOMOTIVE

Mechatronic Components for Automotive application

Germany

TITGEMEYER GMBH & CO KG

Industrial adhesive materials - Other joining technologies - 
Machines for joining technologies Producer of fastening 
solutions

Germany

WEVO-CHEMIE GMBH

Wevo develops tailor-made casting, bonding and sealing 
solutions for electronic applications

Germany

GLOBAL HAULAGE CO. LTD

Haulage

Ghana

HANON SYSTEMS HUNGARY KFT.

Hanon Systems is a full-line supplier of automotive thermal 
and energy management solutions.

Hungary
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PENN ENGINEERING

A company’s leading brand premier product in the thin 
sheet fastening industry for over 75 years. Today, our 
expanding portfolio of fastener designs and technologies 
continues to keep pace with the challenges presented by 
an ever-evolving marketplace

Ireland

ELSIGHT

Israel

JUNGO CONNECTIVITY 

An automotive software divestiture from Cisco Systems, 
focusing on in-cabin driver monitoring solution

Israel

3G METALMECCANICA SRL

Working and Productionof metal parts

Italy

A.AGRATI S.P.A.

Fastening systems for automotive worldwide market

Italy

A.C.S.A. STEEL FORGINGS SPA

Closed die hot steel forgings from 2 to 250 kg

Italy

ACCENTURE

A multinational professional services company that 
provides services in strategy, consulting, digital, technology 
and operations.

Italy

ACTIONGROUP SRL

Supporting  small and medium-sized enterprises generate 
profits by acting on operational efficiency and commercial 
development.

Italy

ALBELISSA SRL

Albelissa delivers just-in-time engineering, industry specific 
technical recruitment and staffing, and outsourcing of 
business processes.

Italy

ALL DATA

Engineering, salesintegration,custom projects (test 
benches, solar array simulations, ATE, test&DAQ 
solutions), consultancy, instruments, avionic benches and 
instruments calibration

Italy

ALMEC

Electronic control units, Plcs, operator panels, keypads, 
radio transmitters (keypads and consoles), radio receivers, 
telediagnostics, interconnection and satellite 
geolocalization systems, actuators, as well as angular 
safety sensors.

Italy
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ALSTOM FERROVIARIA SPA

Italian Rail industry leader

Italy

ALTRAN ITALIA

Consulting in Engineering and R&D services

Italy

AMET SRL

Vehicle Engineering

Italy

AQM SRL

Testing: Mechanical test, Chemical analisys, Failure 
analisys, Metallography, Corrosion test, Compliance and 
Performance Verification 

Italy

AUTOMOBILI LAMBORGHINI SPA

Automobili Lamborghini S.p.A. is an Italian brand and 
manufacturer of luxury sports cars and SUVs.

Italy

AVL ITALIA SRL

World's leading independent engineering company for 
established and future powertrain systems.

Italy

BEAMIT SPA

Beam It uses the technologies SLM, SLS and EBM among 
others. It is equipped with a machine park of 13 appliances, 
11 of which are used to manufacture components out of 
the following alloys and metals

Italy

BLUE ENGINEERING SRL

Engineering and design for vehicle transportation (Railway, 
Automotive, Aerospace, Marine, IT)

Italy

BR MECCANICA

Manufacturing Automotive IATF16949

Italy

BYLOGIX SRL

Bylogix s.r.l. is an engineering company working in several 
areas since 2007. The multifaceted experience acquired by 
our engineers allows us to work on R&D and in industrial 
environments.

Italy

CANADIAN EMBASSY IN ITALY

Canadian Embassy - commercial representance

Italy

CECOMP

Integrated automotive services and production: electric 
vehicles, prototypes, models and showcars, sheet metal 
stamping, design.

Italy
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COMAU SPA

Manufacture of production systems for the automotive 
commercial industry

Italy

CSI SPA

CSI S.p.A. (IMQ group) is one of leaders in testing and 
certification services supply in the Automotive field. CSI 
operates through its branch offices around the world and 
from its headquarters based in Italy.

Italy

DACA-I POWERTRAIN ENGINEERING S.R.L.

Manufacturer of engineering systems for cars, commercial 
vehicles, rail and marine transportation and industrial 
applications.

Italy

DALLARA AUTOMOBILI

Racing cars design, development, manufacturing

Italy

DANISI ENGINEERING SRL

Integration of sensors and actuators Systems control logics 
Simulation (with SiL, HiL) Software integration and 
validation

Italy

DEMAK SRL

Manufacturing of resin dispensing equipment and 
production of PU/Epoxy resin systems.

Italy

DENSO ITALY SRL

Leading supplier of advanced automotive technology, 
systems and components for all the world's major 
automakers.

Italy

EATON SRL

Tier 1 automotive manufacturer

Italy

ELDOR CORPORATION SPA

Automotive supplier in in the area of hybrid-electric 
powertrain and urban mobility.

Italy

ELTEK SPA

Sensing, Heaters & Mecatronic systems for SCR, Water 
Injection, Electric & Fuel cell vehicles

Italy

ENHANCERS

UX Service Design , Development ( Coding & Integration) , 
Digital Products

Italy

ENHANCERS SPA

Digital ecosystems and human-centered IoT solutions. 
Fleet management solutions, HMI and advanced HMI, 
Connected Vehicles.

Italy
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ERICSSON

Network Infrastructure Provider

Italy

ERRE TI SNC DI TUCCI FRANCESCO & C

Speacialised in making prototypes and mockups, as well 
as low volume manufacturing of structural & aesthetic 
components made of advanced composite materials in the 
field of automtives, musical instruments, industrial, racer, 
luxury.

Italy

ESI ITALIA S.R.L.

Virtual Prototyping simulation software and engineering 
services

Italy

EUROTHERM SRL 

Process Automation and Regulatory Compliance

Italy

FCA FIAT GROUP AUTO SPA

Car Manufacturer

Italy

FIERA SRL

Fastners distributor

Italy

FONDITAL

Aluminium High-pressure Die-Casting

Italy

FRAP SPA

Production of steering and suspension parts for 
aftermarket 

Italy

GM GLOBAL PROPULSION SYSTEMS – TORINO S.R.L.

Propulsion Systems

Italy

GROB ITALY SRL

Production lines for electric motors

Italy

HAINBUCH ITALIA SRL

Italy

INGLASS SPA

HRSflow, division of the Italian based and globally 
operating company INglass, designs and manufactures hot 
runner systems for all industry applications in plastic 
injection molding. 

Italy

IONITY

High-Power-Charging Network born from a  joint venture of 
BMW Group, Daimler AG, Ford Motor Company, and 
Volkswagen Group with Audi and Porsche

Italy
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IPR SYSTEMS

Testing solutions

Italy

ITALDESIGN GIUGIARO SPA

Automotive Design, development services and prototype 
construction

Italy

ITT ITALIA SRL

Automotive Brake Pads

Italy

IVECO SPA

Industrial vehicles manufacturer

Italy

KEYSIGHT TECHNOLOGIES ITALY SRL

Keysight's breakthrough solutions and trusted insight 
accelerate your innovations in electronic design, test, 
manufacturing, and optimization

Italy

LEVA SPA

Sunvisors, armrests, headrests, bags, gear shift lever 
boots and handbrake, upper and lower steering columns 
and upholstered parts, nets, belts and straps.

Italy

MAFALDA AUTOMOTIVE SRL

Metal Machining, supply of metal components/Systems

Italy

MAGNETI MARELLI

Automotive supplier. Italian developer and manufacturer of 
high-tech components for the automotive industry.

Italy

MARTUR ITALY

Martur Fompak is a tier one supplier for automotive 
interiors and seating.

Italy

MASERATI

Automotive manufacturer 

Italy

MEC SRL

Cost Engineering Consultancy & Benchmarking

Italy

MECAPROM TCO ITALIA SRL

Design, development and engineering of Powertrain 
Systems.

Italy

MICROSOFT

An American multinational companydevelops, 
manufactures, licenses, supports, and sells computer 
software, consumer electronics, personal computers, and 
related services.

Italy
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MILLUTENSIL SRL

Die & Mould spotting presses

Italy

MIPU SRL

Predictive Technique and artificial intelligence solutions

Italy

MIROGLIO TEXTILE SRL

Miroglio & C. Company works in the precision mechanical 
field with CNC lathes and machining centres producing 
components, having a production range diameter from 4 
mm up to 250 mm

Italy

MODELWAY

Machine learning application for engeneering

Italy

NUOVA SIMACH SRL

Design, die construction and stamping

Italy

NUOVA SITT S.R.L.

Nuova SiTT is a design, manufacture of molds and 
injection molder of plastics, for technical application

Italy

PANZERI

Manufacturer of washers and sheet metal parts

Italy

PININFARINA SPA

Design and Engineering services in the automotive Sector. 
Design services in a variery of sectors: transportation 
(yachting, aviation, railways ect.), industrial (furniture, 
machinery ect.), architecture.

Italy

PIRELLI & C. SPA

Tyres

Italy

PROGIND SRL

Design and construction of mono-, bi- and tri-material 
moulds, metal blanking dies, co-moulding, IMD, mass 
production of plastic parts and assemblies

Italy

RENISHAW SPA

Renishaw is a global company with core skills in 
measurement, motion control, spectroscopy and precision 
machining

Italy

RÖCHLING AUTOMOTIVE ITALIA SRL

Systems and solution components for automotive industry

Italy

SABELT SPA

Automotive Supplier

Italy
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SCHAEFFLER ITALIA SRL

Powertrain Systems

Italy

SEGULA TECHNOLOGIES ITALIA

Segula Technologies is an engineering group with a global 
presence helping boost competitiveness within all of the 
major industrial sectors: automotive, aerospace & defence, 
energy, rail, naval, pharmaceutical and Oil and Gas.

Italy

SYNTHESIS DESIGN

Automotive Design

Italy

TECNO SYSTEM SRL

Design and engineering of hardware and software for 
electronic boards and complex systems, also in co-design 
with the Customer.

Italy

TEXA SPA

Specialists in autodiagnostics, A/C system maintenance, 
satellite tracking and training courses for vehicle mechanics

Italy

THALES ALENIA SPACE

Critical information systems for defence, aerospace, 
transport and civil security

Italy

UBER ITALIA

Uber is an American multinational ride-hailing company 
offering services that include peer-to-peer ridesharing, ride 
service hailing, food delivery, and a micromobility system 
with electric bikes and scooters.

Italy

VARROC LIGHTING SYSTEMS ITALY

Lighting devices for cars and motorbike

Italy

VISHAY SEMICONDUCTOR ITALIANA SPA

Global manufacturer of semiconductors (diodes, 
MOSFETS, and optoelectronics) and passive electronic 
components (resistors, inductors and capacitors).

Italy

VOESTALPINE HIGH PERFORMANCE METALS ITALIA 

S.P.A.

Sulfuric and Hard Anodizing of aluminium, magnesium and 
titanium, different colours. Silkprint, painting and Digit-Al 
printing

Italy

WAYASSAUTO

Design and production of shock absorbers for passenger 
cars, trucks and trailers.

Italy
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BACC - BALTIC AUTOMOTIVE COMPONENTS 

CLUSTER

Baltic Automotive Component Cluster (BACC) is a 
business driven organisation, a reliable and recognized 
union, which involves companies working in automotive, 
farm and construction machinery industry.

Lithuania

AGENCE MAROCAINE DE DEVELOPPEMENT DES 

INVESTISSEMENTS

Moroccan Investment Development Agency

Morocco

GOZIE NWAOGU NIGERIA LTD

Logistic supply, automobile and dealer general contract

Nigeria

SK LANZEE NIGERIA LIMITED

Auto & Automotive, Logistics & Transportation And 
Commercial Real Estate

Nigeria

AEP/AFIA - ASSOCIAÇÃO EMPRESARIAL DE 

PORTUGAL

Representing the main sectors of economy and the main 
industrial regions all over the country

Portugal

KATE, LLC

Automatic transmission design, engineering and production

Russia

PETERSBURG TRACTOR

Tractor producer

Russia

PETERSBURG TRACTOR

Tractor producer

Russia

AK AUTOMOTIVE DOO

Manufacturing- testing-design-simulation

Slovenia

HANWHA AEROSPACE

Propulsion systems

South Korea

ALUDYNE (ANTES CHASSIX)

Automotive Tiers One, lightweighting solutions and 
components supplier to the mobility industry

Spain

CIC CONSULTING

Digitalisation consulting

Spain

CONTINENTAL

Spain
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DIRECTEDMETAL 3D S.L. (MELTIO4D)

3D Printer for direct Metal 3D printing using metal wire, 
metal powder or both materials at the same time

Spain

PICKTOLIGHT SYSTEMS

Spain

SHOTL

Shotl On-demand Shuttles is a mobility platform that 
matches multiple passengers headed in the same direction 
with a moving vehicle.

Spain

THE CT ENGINEERING GROUP

Engineering company, a leader in technological innovation 
throughout the product lifecycle, from concept to post-sales 
services

Spain

CARMENTA AB

Sweden

VOLVO

Volvo Cars, stylized as VOLVO, is a luxury vehicles brand 
and a subsidiary of the Chinese automotive company 
Geely. 

Sweden

AUTOMATOR INTERNATIONAL SRL

We offer a wide range of standard machines of all 
technologies for marking, stamping, engraving & 
decoration all materials and & surfaces. We supply 
marking systems to all kinds of customers.

Switzerland

NATIONAL AEROSPACE FASTENERS CORPORATION

Aerospace Fitting & Aerospace Fasteners

Taïwan

CANEL OTOMOTIV

Production of aluminium based automotive parts surch as 
rails, roof racks, cross bar, bumper beaù, crash box, 
subframe, electrical engine carrier, battery tray

Turkey

KARIBU EVENTS

Specialized in b2b events and corporate meetings both in 
Turkey, Europe, America and Africa. KARIBU helps 
companies to enhance their export capabilities, explore 
new markets and creating opportunities for future business 
partnership.

Turkey

INFOPULSE

Providing end-to-end digital services and consulting, 
Infopulse brings in over 28 years of IT expertise to enable 
the success of our clients in 30 countries worldwide

Ukraine
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ENDAVA

Endava PLC is a public-listed software development 
company, founded in 2000 in London, United Kingdom. It 
provides digital transformation consulting, agile software 
development services and various automation solutions.

United Kingdom

PROTOLABS LTD

Rapid prototyping and on-demand production

United Kingdom

QA SYSTEMS

QA Systems tools automate unit testing, code coverage, 
integration testing and source code analysis to optimise 
safety and business critical embedded software and 
accelerate standards compliance.

United Kingdom

SBD AUTOMOTIVE

SBD are one of the leading industry experts in automotive 
technology offering consultancy services worldwide.

United Kingdom

SKEDGO

SkedGo provides personalised trip planning, corporate 
mobility and other mobility-as-a-service technology – for 
start-ups, corporations and governments

United Kingdom

CONTINENTAL

Continental is a German Automotive Manufacturing 
company specializing in brake systems, interior electronics, 
automotive safety, powertrain and chassis components, 
tachographs, tires and other parts for the automotive and 
transportation industries.

USA

JAUNT MOBILITY

Jaunt Air Mobility LLC is developing the most advanced, 
versatile, and eco-friendly eVTOL, electric Vertical Take-off 
and Landing, aircraft

USA

ROUSH

Automotive Engineering, Prototype Build, Automotive 
Testing

USA
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